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Modality effects and the structure
of short-term verbal memory

CATHERINE G. PENNEY
Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

The effects of auditory and visual presentation upon short-term retention of verbal stimuli are
reviewed, and a model of the structure of short-term memory is presented. The main assumption
of the model is that verbal information presented to the auditory and visual modalities is processed
in separate streams that have different properties and capabilities. Auditory items are automat
ically encoded in both the A (acoustic) code, which, in the absence of subsequent input, can be
maintained for some time without deliberate allocation of attention, and a P (phonological) code.
Visual items are retained in both the P code and a visual code. Within the auditory stream, suc
cessive items are strongly associated; in contrast, in the visual modality, it is simultaneously
presented items that are strongly associated. These assumptions about the structure of short
term verbal memory are shown to account for many of the observed effects ofpresentation modality.

Penney (1975) reviewed the literature on the effects of

presentation modality on short-term retention of verbal

material and concluded that there were separate stores for

auditorily and visually presented information. To empha

size the idea that active processing underlies retention in

short-term memory, and to discourage the conceptuali

zation of short-term memory as a warehouse of decaying

information, Penney (1980) introduced the term separate
processing streams to replace the notion of separate

memory stores. Since publication of the review paper,

additional work on modality effects has supported the

hypothesis of modality separation in the processing of ver

bal material in short-term memory (the separate-streams
hypothesis), and new findings have elucidated the nature
of the separate processing streams. The present paper is

a review of the literature on modality effects and related

phenomena, with the goal of presenting an integrated ac

count in terms of the different properties and capabili

ties of the separate processing streams. These process

ing streams are seen to reflect the inherent structure of

short-term verbal memory, and not to represent strategic

processes.

In 1975, the term modality effect referred to the find

ing that, in short-term memory tasks, auditory presenta

tion almost always resulted in higher recall than did visual

presentation. This modality effect was found for the re

cency part of the serial position curve in immediate free

recall and in serial recall, and the auditory superiority was

also found in the Peterson distractor task, provided that
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the distraction did not require a long period of vocaliza

tion. Overt vocalization of a visually presented list by the

subject produced much the same effect as did auditory

presentation on the recency part of the serial position

curve, but subject vocalization tended to reduce recall in

the nonrecency part of the serial position curve. In spite

of the large and robust effects of presentation modality

found in short-term memory tasks, there was no evidence

of any permanent effects on learning, and modality effects

in long-term memory tasks were conspicuously absent.

One interpretation of the modality effect was that it

reflected an auditory sensory store (called the precate
goricalacousticstore, or PAS, by Crowder & Morton,

1969). The PAS maintained a sensory trace of the last

one or two items for a few seconds, and this sensory

trace supplemented the information maintained through

rehearsal in short-term memory. The interpretation of the

modality effect in terms of an auditory sensory store ac

counted for many effects known at the time, and it cer

tainly stimulated new work. However, it had one unin

tended but unfortunate effect: The PAS model relegated

modality effects to a peripheral place in memory. A sen

sory store contains traces that either fade rapidly or are

displaced by subsequent information, and information in

the sensory store does not contribute to the memory trace

that is formed in permanent memory. It is obvious that

the study of this ephemeral trace would not advance our

understanding of the central issues in human learning and

memory. In contrast to this view of modality effects as

being inconsequential, I want to argue that modality ef

fects reflect the inherent structure of short-term memory,

and that no theory of human memory will be adequate

if it does not provide a complete account of these

phenomena.

For pragmatic reasons, the present review is focused

exclusively on the processing and retention of verbal
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material. With verbal material, it is possible to vary in

put modality and keep the informational content of the

memory material the same. But the most important rea

son for restricting consideration to verbal material at this

stage is that it provides an appropriate anchor for further

theoretical development. A theoretical description of ver

bal processing mechanisms provides a conceptual link be

tween the mechanisms for processing nonverbal material

in the auditory and visual modes. Mechanisms underly

ing short-term retention of nonspeech sounds and pictures

may have so little in common that a comparison between

the two is meaningless. But one can compare retention

of auditorily and visually presented words under parallel

presentation conditions. The differences between the two

modalities that become apparent when materials and pro

cedures are comparable provide an empirical basis for a

theory about the structure of memory. One can then make

comparisons within each modality between verbal and

nonverbal material and thereby extend the theory.

The human memory system is highly flexible and adap

tive. Information presented in any modality can be recoded

into almost any other format. For example, a person hear

ing a word can visualize the object represented by the

word, can visualize the appearance of the typed word,

can silently articulate the word or spell it out, and can

imagine writing the word or forming it in sign language.

It is necessary to distinguish a memory trace or code es

tablished after sensory and perceptual processing from a

trace resulting from the subject's recoding of the item.

I will argue that the short-term memory trace laid down

when the subject silently articulates a visually presented

item or imagines the sound of that item does not contain

the same information as the trace resulting from auditory

presentation of the item. The term sensory-based trace

or code will be used to refer to the information stored

as a result of sensory and perceptual processing, and the

term internally generated will refer to information stored

as a result of the subject's transformation or enrichment

of a sensory-based trace.

In particular, the code generated by silent articulation

of visually presented items is called the P (phonological)

code and is internally generated. The P code is similar

to Baddeley's (1983, 1986) phonological code, which is

produced by the activity of the articulatory loop, and

results from the addition to the trace of knowledge about

words and phonemes, including articulatory information.

The sensory-based code created as a result of auditory

presentation will be called the A (acoustic) code. Whereas

the P code is common to both auditorily and visually

presented stimuli, the A code is produced only for stimuli

that are heard. The A code is hypothesized to berich and

very durable relative to a visual sensory code. It is the

persistence of the A code that boosts recall of recent au

ditory items relative to visual items in short-term memory

tasks and thereby produces the modality effect.

A Model for Short-Term Memory

To account for the various modality effects, I will pro

pose a model of the structure of short-term memory. By
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means of a small number of hypotheses about the proper

ties of the memory system, most of the observed modal

ity effects can be accounted for. The list of the hypothe

sized properties can later be expanded, if necessary, to

account for new modality effects as they are reported.

Furthermore, modality effects in long-term memory can

probably be accommodated within the framework of the

model, as will become apparent.

The traditional view of memory claims that perceptual

processing extracts the meaning of a stimulus, and that

this meaning forms the core of the memory trace. In this

view, information about sensory properties of the stimu

lus is stored as tags or features or attributes that are some

how appended to the trace. The memory trace is a highly

abstracted-some would say propositional-representation.

Contrasted to the traditional view is the proceduralist view

of Paul Kolers, according to which knowledge and its rep

resentation in memory are not independent of the way in

which the knowledge was acquired.

Ona procedural account, knowledge acquired through read
ingor listening depends on cognitive skills of the perceiver.
Application of these skills is often directed at features of
themessage thatmost theorists consider superficial-cadence
or pitch of a voice, typography, spacing, or orientation of
a written text, and the like. Thus, according to the pro
cedural view, and in contrast withsomeother views, these
features shouldplaya prominent role in forming the repre
sentation of the message in memory. (Kolers & Roediger,
1984, p. 430)

The proceduralist view presented in the quotation above

forms the basis of the model. The processing of an item

in short-term memory develops from and is continuous

with perceptual processing. There is no distinct bound

ary between the two. The perceptual processing provides

the basis of the memory trace; meaning is added later.

In other words, the sensory aspects of the memory trace

are primary and the semantic aspects secondary-not the

reverse, as is commonly held. The traditional view of

memory deemphasizes the role of sensory information and

assigns modality effects in short-term memory a peripheral

function. The traditional view suggests that modality ef

fects in long-term memory will be insignificant, and this

is probably the reason why few investigators have exam

ined them. In contrast, the proceduralist account implies

that modality differences that characterize short-term

memory processing should be reflected in the long-term

memory trace. Not only should there be observable mo

dality effects in long-term memory tasks, these effects will

reflect the different properties of the auditory and visual

perceptual and memory systems.

The mainhypothesis of the model is that the processing

of auditorily and visually presented verbal items is carried

out separately in short-term memory (the separate-streams

hypothesis). The processing mechanisms are specific to

either the auditory or the visual stream, and the two

streams have different properties and capabilities and rep
resent information in different ways. In the auditory

stream, the items are represented automatically in the A

and P codes, and a subject cannot voluntarily prevent entry
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of an auditory item into short-term memory. The A code

contains sensory information that, in the absence of in

terference, persists in useful form in short-term memory

for up to a minute. It is the availability of this informa

tion that underlies the often noted superiority of auditory

presentation, and it is the displacement of this informa

tion that underlies the auditory suffix effect. Within the

auditory stream, items are organized most strongly along

the temporal dimension, an organization that is manifested

in the strong associations between successive items. The

sequential associations may also contribute to the superior

recall of auditory items in short -term memory tasks that

require retention of order information. In the visual mo

dality, items are normally represented in the P code. How

ever, generation of the P code is not automatic and can

be disrupted, for example by simultaneous speech. There

is also a visually based code, which Baddeley (1983, 1986)

called the visuospatial scratch pad, and which is mani

fested when use of the P code is disrupted. In contrast

to the temporal organization in the auditory mode, where

by successive items are strongly associated, it appears that

in the visual mode, items presented simultaneously are

more strongly associated.

Outline of the Paper

The present article is divided into three mainparts. The

first section contains a review of several different lines

of evidence that support the hypothesis of separate pro

cessing systems for auditorily and visually presented ma

terial. In the second section, the Crowder and Morton PAS

model and the translation hypothesis will be discussed and

shown not to provide an adequate account of the many

different modality effects. In the third section, some of

the evidence pertaining to the hypothesized properties
of the auditory and visual processing subsystems will be

briefly summarized.

E ~ D E N C E F O R S E P A R A T E S T R E A M S

Strong support for the separate-streams hypothesis is

provided by five different lines of evidence: (1) improved

ability to perform two concurrent verbal tasks when differ

ent input modalities are employed relative to the single

mode situation; (2) improved memory when different

items are presented to two sensory modalities rather than

one; (3) selective interference effects; (4) subjects' prefer

ence for and the greater efficiency of recall organized by

modality than by time of presentation; and (5) the presence

of short-term memory deficits that appear to be specific

to the auditory or visual modalities. Studies falling into

these categories are described below.

Division of Attention Between Modalities

In a large number of experiments on attention, shadow

ing (listening to a message and repeating it aloud) hasbeen

used as one of the two concurrent tasks to be performed.

Concurrently with shadowing, the subject is asked to per

form some other task, such as the detection or retention

ofcertain words or letters. A number ofexperiments have

shown that performance on the detection or memory task

is better when the target items are presented to the visual

modality than when they are presented auditorily (Allport,

Antonis, & Reynolds, 1972; Mowbray, 1964). Allport

et al. (1972) ruled out alternate interpretations in terms

of greater difficulty of visual items or a different tradeoff

between shadowing and retention tasks for auditory and

visual memory stimuli. Rollins and Thibadeau (1973),

who reported results similar to those of Allport et al.,

found that relative to a listening condition, the require

ment to shadow did reduce retention of visual words

but not to the same extent as it reduced retention of audi

tory words.

Kroll (1975) and his colleagues used a variation of the

shadowing procedure, in which auditory memory items

were presented as part of the shadowed message but in

a different voice, so that the subject could distinguish

them. In Kroll's procedure, attention was not divided be

tween the shadowed items and the auditory memory items,

whereas attention was necessarily divided between shad

owed items and visual memory items. This should have

produced an advantage for the auditory memory items.

Even so, recall of visual items was higher than recall of

auditory items, except at the very shortest retention in

terval, where recall was close to the ceiling for both mo

dalities (Kroll, Parks, Parkinson, Bieber, & Johnson,

1970; Parkinson, 1972; Parkinson, Parks, & Kroll, 1971;

Salzberg, Parks, Kroll, & Parkinson, 1971). The proce

dure of having auditory memory items as part of the

shadowed list and the finding of near-perfect recall of au

ditory memory items at the zero- and one-second reten

tion intervals rules out an interpretation of the visual

superiority in terms of perceptual difficulties for the au

ditory modality.

When the task performed concurrently with shadow

ing does not involve memory, it appears that visual presen

tation of the stimuli still produces better performance than

does auditory presentation, while at the same time produc

ing less interference with shadowing. Shaffer (1975)

reported that a skilled typist could type one visually

presented prose message and at the same time shadow a

different auditorily presented prose message without ex

hibiting a decrement in the typing relative to the no

shadowing condition. If the typed prose message were au

ditory rather than visual, the subject could not perform

the dual task without producing pauses or errors. Dennis

(1977) required subjects to shadow or to listen silently

to an auditorily presented prose message while at the same

time monitoring an auditory or visual list of words for

targets specified by category membership. There were

more shadowing errors and more misses on the detection

task when the word list was presented auditorily than when

it was visual. Rollins and Hendricks (1980) reported three

experiments, in which subjects monitored sequences of

auditory or visual words for targets while at the same time

processing an auditory message. For all auditory process

ing tasks, detection of auditorily presented targets was



much lower than detection of visually presented targets,

and shadowing performance was impaired more by mon

itoring concurrent auditory words than by monitoring con

current visual ones. Rollins and Hendricks (1980) con

cluded "that the visual and auditory modalities can process

verbal material independently and without interference

with each other . . . at least to a level that permits some

semantic analysis of words in each message" (p. 106).

Treisman and Davies (1973, Experiment 2) compared

monitoring without shadowing of two simultaneous au

ditory lists of words or two visual lists to a condition in

which the two lists were presented in different modali

ties. Stimuli were presented on all four channels on all

trials, so that peripheral masking was equated in all con

ditions. For both physically and semantically defined tar

gets, detection was much better when the two competing

messages were in different modalities. Treisman and

Davies concluded that' 'there is clearly some modality

specific perceptual capacity that cannot be redeployed to

inputs in another modality when required. This means that

there is effectively more capacity available when two mo

dalities are monitored than one" (p. 113).

The literature on dual-task performance shows clearly

that it is easier to divide attention between two concur

rent tasks requiring processing of verbal stimuli when the

stimuli are presented to the auditory and visual modali

ties than when all stimuli are presented to one modality.

The apparent increase in processing capacity when two

modalities are used is not simply due to perceptual mech

anisms that process physical properties of items, because

the difference between single- and dual-mode performance

is found when semantic processing is required. Further

more, the difference cannot be attributed to greater

peripheral masking in the single-mode condition, because

the dual-mode presentation still produces better perfor

mance when peripheral masking is equated in all condi

tions. It seems that there are modality-specific process

ing resources at both the perceptual and the semantic levels

such that attention can more easily be divided between

two modalities than between two messages in a single

mode. The hypothesis of modality-specific processing

resources that seems necessary to account for modality

effects in dual tasks is entirely consistent with the separate

streams hypothesis. One has only to assume that the

separate processing streams draw upon different pools

of resources.

Recall from One or Two Modalities in Memory
If there are separate processing streams for auditorily

and visually presented items in short-term memory, it

should be possible to show that retention is greater if in

formation is presented to two modalities than when only

one mode is used. Although early attempts to demonstrate

the effect proved disappointing (Murdock & Carey, 1972;

Murdock & Walker, 1969), more recent work has shown

that there is indeed an increase in the amount retained

when two input modes are used in short -term memory
tasks. Throughout the following discussion, the term
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mixed mode will refer to lists containing both auditory

and visual items, with the items presented in sequential

order; bisensory presentation will be the term used for

lists in which different items are presented simultaneously

to different sensory modalities.

Although Broadbent (1956, Experiment 1) did not em

phasize his finding, he did obtain evidence that a bisensory

presentation of six items produced higher recall than did

single-mode presentation. When the three visual items

were all presented simultaneously and the three auditory

items were presented sequentially but at the same time

as the visual, recall in the bisensory condition (95%) was

actually higher than recall of six sequential auditory digits

(90%) or of six simultaneously presented visual digits

(78%). Studies using the split-span task were carried out

by Treisman and Davies (1973, Experiment 1) and by

Hede (1980). Treisman and Davies found that recall was

higher after bisensory presentation of two verbal se

quences than after either dichotic auditory presentation

or visual presentation. Hede (1980) reported higher recall

in an experiment with bisensory presentation of stimuli

than in a similar experiment with dichotic presentation.

Perhaps the most thorough and controlled study on the

question of single-mode versus dual-mode memory was

presented by Martin (1980). In a single trial, 16 words

were presented as four sets of 4 simultaneous words; each

set included 2 informative and 2 uninformative words.

Retention of only the informative words was tested; the

filler words were presented to equate peripheral masking

in all conditions. The informative words were presented

auditorily (left and right ears) to some subjects, and

visually (left and right visual fields) to other subjects. For

the remaining subjects, one informative word in each set

was presented auditorily and one visually (bisensory

presentation). When the target items were defined by a

physical property, recall after bisensory presentation was

higher than after single-mode presentation. When target

items were defined on the basis of semantic category,

precuing subjects as to which set of items was to be

reported eliminated the difference between single- and

dual-mode conditions, but the difference was still large

in the postcuing situation. When the subjects had to report

all the items of the specified category, dual-mode presen

tation produced higher recall than did single-mode presen

tation. Martin concluded (p. 110) that "the data appear

to require the conclusion that at least some central process

ing capacity is modality-specific in nature."

The most recent experiment addressed to the issue of

using two sensory modalities to increase retention was car

ried out by Frick (1984). In the dual-mode condition, he

presented four visual digits simultaneously and then

presented the auditory items sequentially. In the single

mode conditions, the visual items were all presented

simultaneously, and the auditory items were presented se

quentially; but both the auditory and the visual items were

grouped by fours. When the subjects were instructed to

report the auditory items before the visual, Frick found
that the number of items correctly recalled was higher in
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the dual-mode condition than in either the pure auditory

or the pure visual condition. He did not, however, find

this improvement when the visual digits were reported first.

In general, it seems that short-term retention can be im

proved by presentation of items to two sensory modes

rather than one. Recall levels in the dual-mode conditions

are not equal to the sum of single-mode recall levels, so

that there is no evidence for additivity of capacities of the

auditory and visual stores or processing streams. Given

the problems involved in separating a possible long-term

memory contribution to performance in short-term memory

tasks, and given the likelihood of output interference for

items reported later in recall, it would seem to be an im

possible task to demonstrate additivity of auditory and

visual capacities. Neither does the separate-streams

hypothesis necessarily predict additivity if one considers

that there may be mutual interference between the P code

for auditory items and the P code for visual items.

Nevertheless, the observed improvement in short-term

retention produced by the concurrent use of the two

modality-specific processing streams is consistent with the

hypothesis of separate processing streams that call upon

separate pools of resources.

In all of the experiments in which dual-mode recall was

found to be higher than single-mode recall, the subjects

were permitted or required to recall items from the two

modes separately. They were not required to retain in

formation about the relative order of items in different

modalities. When subjects are forced to recall items from

a mixed-mode list according to a strict temporal order,

recall is lowered relative to a condition in which subjects

order items within each modality (Penney, 1980). In im

mediate serial recall, when subjects must recall the ac

tual order of items, recall from mixed-mode lists has been

shown to be lower than recall from single-mode lists (Fell

& Laughery, 1969). The separate-streams hypothesis can

account for the apparently contradictory findings in the

following way: If auditory and visual items are processed

in separate streams, integration of the two streams is likely

to be difficult, and subjects will not easily remember the

order of items presented in different sensory modalities.

Recall from mixed-mode lists is therefore worse than that

from pure-mode lists. This situation contrasts with those

experiments in which the subject can organize recall from

bisensory or mixed-mode lists according to presentation

modality. In the latter case, the subject can make use of

the additional processing capacity made available when

two modes are used for input; and recall is higher than

when only one input modality is used.

Selective Interference Effects

There is substantial evidence that auditorily presented

verbal stimuli selectively interfere with retention of previ

ously presented auditory-verbal items, but the situation

for the visual modality is not quite as clear. The separate

streams hypothesis would receive strong support if it could

be shown that visually presented verbal distractors inter

fere with retention of other visual-verbal items more so

than do the same distractors presented auditorily. It seems

that visually presented verbal stimuli are recoded through

silent articulation into a phonological code for rehearsal

(see Baddeley, 1983, 1986), and that this code is suscep

tible to interference from auditorily presented distraction.

Nevertheless, under suitable conditions, a selective visual

interference effect can be demonstrated. In the next sec

tion, I will review the evidence for the auditory and visual

selective interference effects, including suffix effects, and

attempt to show how the two modalities differ.

Auditory SuffIX Effects. The most thoroughly inves

tigated example of specific auditory-verbal interference

is the suffix effect in immediate serial recall. The suffix

is a redundant verbal item added to the end of the list of

memory items. Even when the suffix is the same word

on every trial and subjects can ignore it or treat it as a

cue to begin recall, the suffix produces a substantial

decrease in recall of items near the end of the list, much

as an additional memory item does (see Crowder, 1967,

Experiment 3; Dallett, 1965). What is intriguing about

the auditory suffix effect is the large amount of interfer

ence produced by a single verbal item that carries no

memory load. No matter how hard the subjects try, it

seems that they cannot block out the suffix and prevent

its interfering with retention.

There appears to be a strong, but not perfect, relation

ship between the suffix effect and the original modality

effect: Where one is found, the other can usually be

demonstrated as well. The superiority of auditory over

visual presentation is found for up to five serial positions

at the end of the list in immediate serial recall (e.g. ,

Murray, 1966); the suffix effect has a similar extent (e.g.,

Penney, 1979). Engle (1974) compared suffix and mo

dality effects in free and serial recall and found that, in

both tasks, the serial positions affected by presentation

modality were also those affected by the suffix. Murdock

(1967) reported a modality effect that extended over a

large portion of a 10-item list in probed recall; Penney

(1982b) demonstrated that the suffix effect had a similar

extent. Finally, Crowder (1971) and Darwin and Baddeley

(1974) used nonsense syllables consisting of an initialcon

sonant and a vowel sound. They found both modality and

suffix effects when the syllables differed in the vowel

sound but not in the initial consonant, but neither effect

was found when the syllables had the same vowel sound

but different initial stop consonants.

One of the strongest arguments in favor of the PAS

model was that it accounted for the co-occurrence of mo

dality and suffix effects. The hypothesis that auditory sen

sory information persisted in a limited-capacity memory

store provided an explanation of the transient auditory su

periority; the suffix effect was attributed to the suffix's

gaining entry into the sensory store and either displacing

the existing sensory information or disrupting access to

it. Although the PAS model was based primarily on results

obtained with immediate serial recall, the observation of

both suffix and modality effects in other tasks strength

ened the view that the PAS was a structural part of the



system, and not merely a manifestation of some task

specific strategy.

More recently, the situation with respect to suffix ef

fects has been complicated by reports of suffix effects in

modalities other than audition. Suffix effects have been

reported when both memory items and the suffix were

presented in American Sign Language (Shand & Klima,

1981), or when stimuli are presented in the tactile mo

dality (Manning, 1980; M. J. Watkins & O. C. Watkins,

1974). Visual suffix effects have been reported with

lip-read stimuli (Campbell & Dodd, 1980; Greene &

Crowder, 1984), and with various kinds of graphically

presented verbal stimuli (Hitch, 1975; Kahneman &

Henik, 1977; Manning, 1980; Manning & Gmuer, 1985).

The nature of recency and suffix effects with lip-read

stimuli suggests that there may be a close relationship be

tween verbal information acquired through hearing and

that acquired through lipreading. Crowder (1983) pre

sented a modification to the PAS model intended to

accommodate the effects of lipreading and silently mouth

ing memory items and suffixes. However, Crowder's re

vised model does not account for either the visual suffix

effects described in the next section or the tactile suffix

effects. Furthermore, Crowder's model cannot account

for the suffix effects with musical stimuli that have

been reported recently (Greene & Samuel, 1986; L. A.

Roberts, 1986).

Other investigators have also attempted to provide a uni

fied account of both auditory and nonauditory suffix ef

fects. Kahneman (1973) proposed an account of the suffix

effect in terms of preattentional grouping. Campbell and

Dodd (1980) suggested that stimuli changing more or less

continuously over time may be processed differently from

static stimuli such as visually presented words. It is this

property of continuous change that they suggested was

critical in producing recency and suffix effects. Shand and

Klima (1981) proposed that the critical factor in produc

ing suffix, recency, and modality effects is whether or

not the input is in a primary linguistic code.

All of these hypotheses may have some value in the

identification of factors that influence suffix effects, but

none of these hypotheses accounts for all suffix effects.

Kahneman's (1973) hypothesis does not accommodate the

work with lip-read and silently mouthed stimuli very well,

and in a direct test of Kahneman's hypothesis involving

temporal grouping of auditory stimuli (Penney, 1978), no

supporting evidence was found. Crowder (1986) presented

clear evidence that the changing-state quality of stimuli

was not responsible for the modality effect. He found that

having visual stimuli develop over time did not produce

any substantial improvement in recall relative to the more

usual "instantaneous" (i.e., approximately l00-msec)

presentation. However, subject vocalization of the stimuli

did produce a large improvement in recall of the last two

or three list items, a finding that replicated the results of

earlier work. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how the

changing-state hypothesis would account for suffix effects

observed when piano notes were the memory stimuli
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(Greene & Samuel, 1986). The primary linguistic hypo

thesis cannot account for the existence of a tactile suffix

effect when the memory stimuli are taps to different

fingers (M. J. Watkins & O. C. Watkins, 1974), nor for

the visual (graphic) suffix effects described in the next

section on visual interference effects. Neither can the

primary linguistic hypothesis account for suffix effects

found with melodies (L. A. Roberts, 1986) or environ

mental sounds (Rowe & Rowe, 1976). Not only do these

three hypotheses-the changing-state hypothesis, the pri

mary linguistic hypothesis, and Kahneman's preattentive

grouping hypothesis-fail to account fully for all the suffix

effects observed, they do not even begin to account for

the various modality effects.

Rather than view suffix effects as a manifestation of an

auditory sensory store, I think it is more productive to

consider suffix effects (and other selective interference

effects) as short-term memory phenomena. Within short

term memory, many different kinds of information are

processed and retained. Retention is an active process re

quiring the generation and maintenance of various codes.

If the subject must process the suffix, and if the same

processing mechanisms are already being used to capac

ity for the retention of some other information, the suffix

will necessarily produce interference. The amount of in

terference will depend on the similarity of suffix and

memory items and the extent to which the suffix requires

the same processing mechanisms as the memory items.

It would be nice if all suffix effects had the same under

lying mechanism, but I think it unlikely. If different sen

sory modalities process different kinds of information in

different ways, and if suffix effects, or other selective in

terference effects, illustrate interference within a sensory

modality, the mechanisms by which the interference oc

curs may differ for different modalities. For example, to

obtain a visual suffix effect with written material, it seems

necessary either to have a concurrent auditory task

(Penney, 1974b) or to use simultaneous presentation of

all memory items (see the next section on visual interfer

ence effects.) Hitch (1975) has also presented evidence

that interpolating an irrelevant digit between list items

eliminated the visual suffix effect but not the auditory.

The available evidence indicates that auditory and visual

suffixes operate quite differently. Whether suffix effects

with lip-read and mouthed stimuli reflect the same under

lying mechanism as the auditory suffix effects is more

difficult to answer, for less data are available. Reports

of any differences at all among lip-read, mouthed, and

auditory stimuli would rule out identical mechanisms. In

stead of emphasizing the similarities between suffix ef

fects in different modalities, the separate-streams hypothe

sis suggests that it might be more productive to look for

differences.

The position taken here with respect to the auditory

suffix effect is that presented by Penney (1985). Within

the auditory stream, sensory information persists for a

period of up to 60 sec (Engle & Roberts, 1982). This sen

sory information (or "echo") underlies both the suffix
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and the modality effects: the "echo" or the A code pro

vides valuable information that contributes to recall of au

ditory but not visual stimuli, and the suffix impairs reten

tion of this sensory information. My view of the suffix

effect differs from that of Crowder and others in several

important respects. Like Baddeley and Hull (1979), Balota

and Engle (1981), and Morton (1976), I believe that there

are two mechanisms underlying the suffix effect, one that

is apparent for the terminal list item only, and one that

is found over several items near the end of the list, in

cluding the terminal list item. These other investigators

consider only the terminal suffix effect to reflect the oper

ation of the sensory store, while the preterminal suffix

effect is thought not to be modality-specific. In contrast,

my view is that the preterminal suffix effect is modality

specific-both the number of serial positions manifesting

the modality effect and the length of time over which mo

dality and suffix effects occur support this conclusion. (See

Penney, 1985, for further arguments and evidence.) The

terminal suffix effect reflects a loss of distinctiveness of

the terminal item due to the fact that, in the suffix condi

tion, the last list item is no longer the final item in the

sequence.

Auditory selective interference effects. In a number

of studies, evidence of a selective impairment in recall

of auditorily presented information by auditory distrac

tion has been found, but retention of visual memory items

seems to have been affected equally by both auditory and

visual distractors. For example, in a study by Broadbent,

Vines, and Broadbent (1978), fifteen words were pre

sented either auditorily or visually, and they were recalled

either immediately or after an interval filled with the copy

ing of two-digit numbers that were presented either au

ditorily or visually. The modality of the distractor task
had no effect on recall of items in the first 10 serial posi

tions, but large effects were found for the last 5 serial

positions. Compared to no-distractor and visual distrac

tor conditions, the copying of auditory digits reduced

recall of recent auditory items. Both distractor tasks

reduced recall of visually presented words. Similar results

have been reported by Gathercole, Gregg, and Gardiner
(1983), Ronnberg and Ohlsson (1980), and O. C. Watkins

and M. J. Watkins (1980).

Selective interference with retention of auditory mem

ory items has also been demonstrated when it is the sound

of the rememberer's own voice that is the source of the

interference. Elliott and Strawhom (1976) used auditory

or visual presentation of word triads in a Peterson task

followed by either a silent or a vocalized distractor task.

For both auditory and visual memory items, vocalized dis

traction disrupted recall more than did the silent distrac

tor activity, but the effect was greater for auditory memory

items. Gardiner, Thompson, and Maskarinec (1974, Ex

periment 3) presented lists of 15 words auditorily or

visually, for either immediate recall, or recall after 30 sec

of either counting backwards aloud or silent copying of

visually presented digits. Although Gardiner et al. did not
directly compare the effects of the two interference tasks,

one can see from their serial position curves that the count

ing task had a greater deleterious effect on recall of ter

minal auditory items than the silent copying task did. For

visual memory items, there appeared to be little differ

ence between the two distractor tasks.

The experiments described above have produced con

sistent results for the auditory modality. When auditorily

presented memory items or vocalized visual items are fol

lowed by a set of distractor items, auditory distractors

produce much more interference than visual distractors

do. For visual memory items, distractors presented to

either modality reduce recall relative to a control condi

tion. Clearly, the auditory selective interference effect is

large and robust, but the analogous visual effect is not

found in most studies. However, a selective visual inter

ference effect for verbal items has been demonstrated

under certain experimental conditions. Examination of the

conditions under which the visual interference effect oc

curs shows how the short-term memory mechanisms for

visually presented verbal items differ from those for au

ditory items.

Visual selective interference effects. For my PhD dis

sertation research (Penney, 1973), I used a four-channel

presentation (Murdock, 1971) that allowed the simulta

neous presentation of four items: two auditory items to

different ears, and two visual items. In the first experi

ment of my dissertation project (Penney, 1974b), either

two or three sets of four simultaneous words were

presented to subjects for immediate recall. The subjects

were cued after list presentation to recall only auditory

words, only visual words, or both. Cue modality was

crossed with presentation modality of the memory items.

A surprising finding was the crossover interaction between

cue modality and target mode, whereby recall was lower
if cue and target modalities were the same. The effect was

found for both auditory and visual targets. The visual in

terference effect was replicated in another experiment con

taining two-ehannel bisensory lists (Penney, 1973, Ex
periment 4).

In an earlier experiment, Margrain (1967) reported a

selective interference effect produced by response modal

ity. Different auditory and visual digits were presented

simultaneously for immediate recall in a mode-by-mode

order, with some subjects recalling orally and others writ

ing their responses. When auditory items were reported

after visual items, spoken report produced lower recall

than did written report. For visual items reported after

auditory items, written report was worse than spoken.

Margrain concluded that "there may initiallybetwo short

term stores: one for visual material and one for auditory,

since interpolated activity of one kind damaged the reten

tion of earlier material of that kind, more than material

of the alternative type" (p. 113).

Margrain's work and my own indicate that a selective

visual interference effect can be obtained when bisensory

presentation of information is used and the subject has

to remember both the auditory and visual items. The find
ing of a visual interference effect with simultaneous



presentation of auditory and visual stimuli but not with

single-mode presentation is consistent with the hypothe

sis that visually presented verbal items are normally re

tained in the P code. Concurrent presentation of auditory

stimuli with the visual memory items appears to disrupt

the generation of the P code and forces the subject to rely

on a visually based code that is susceptible to interfer

ence from subsequent visual stimuli. Kroll (1975) sum

marized a lot of his own work and also concluded that

a concurrent shadowing task prevented the articulatory

recoding of visual stimuli and forced subjects to main

tain a visually based memory code.

If the P code normally underlies retention of visually

presented stimuli, it should be possible to demonstrate a

visual interference effect when recoding is suppressed.

Martin and Jones (1979) reported results that support this

prediction. They presented lists of words for free recall,

and during list presentation, the subjects either engaged

in irrelevant articulation or did not. If the subjects in the

irrelevant articulation condition had difficulty converting

the visual items into the P code or in retaining recoded

items, they could be expected to have relied on a visual

code that was susceptible to interference from visually

presented distractor stimuli. In Experiment 2, Martin and

Jones found that for recency items, the visual distractor

task produced much greater interference in the irrelevant

articulation condition than in the no-articulation condi

tion. In contrast, an auditory distractor produced equal

interference for both irrelevant articulation and silent read

ing conditions. In their fourth experiment, Martin and

Jones (1979) directly compared auditory and visual dis

tractors for irrelevant articulation and no-articulation con

ditions. For the last three serial positions, the visual dis

tractor lowered recall more than did the auditory distractor

when the subjects engaged in irrelevant articulation, but

the reverse effect was found in the no-articulation condi

tion. The data of Martin and Jones suggest that irrelevant
articulation disrupts the generation or maintenace of the

P code and forces subjects to rely on a visual code that

is subject to visual interference.

There have also been reports of selective visual inter

ference effects even when subjects do not engage in a con

current task. Experiments in which a selective interfer

ence effect has been found have either involved the

Peterson distractor task (Hopkins, Edwards, & Cook,

1973; Marcer, 1972; Proctor & Fagnani, 1978) or else

tested serial recall with simultaneous presentation of the

visual stimuli. Hopkins et al. (1973) reported that with

visually presented distractors, recall of auditory words

exceeded that of visual words, but with auditory distrac

tors, the reverse was found. Proctor and Fagnani (1978)

found that recall of the visual trigram was higher if the

distractor number was presented auditorily rather than

visually. (Presentation modality of the digits had no ef

fect on recall of auditory trigrams, probably because the

counting aloud produced maximum interference.)

Why was there an effect of distractor modality in the

experiments with the Peterson task but not in the experi-
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ments with free or serial recall that were described in the

section on auditory selective interference effects? One pos

sible explanation is that in the experiments by Hopkins

et al. (1973) and by Proctor and Fagnani (1978), the sub

jects responded orally to distractor items presented dur

ing the retention interval. (Marcer did not say whether

subjects counted backwards aloud or silently, but the usual

procedure was to have subjects count aloud.) To the ex

tent that the subjects had recoded the visual items, the oral

responses might have interfered with retention of the P

code. If so, the subjects would then have had to rely more

heavily on the visually based code, which would have

been subject to interference from the visually presented
distractors.

Another factor that might have produced the visual in

terference effect in the experiments by Proctor and Fag

nani (1978) and by Marcer (1972) is the use of simulta

neous presentation of visual stimuli. In two further

experiments in which a selective visual interference effect

was found (Frick, 1985; Merikle, 1976), simultaneous

presentation of visual stimuli was used. Merikle (1976)

presented an array of seven letters for 100 rnsec, followed

immediately by an auditorily or visually presented digit

that indicated which letter was to be recalled. For all po

sitions of the target letter, the auditory probe produced

higher recall than did the visual. Merikle ruled out an

iconic memory explanation and concluded that "visual

information may be stored in a short-term visual memory

system which is not disrupted by a patterned visual stimu

lus ... but is disrupted by an attention-demanding visual
stimulus" (p. 201).

Frick (1985) measured digit span for simultaneous and

sequential visual presentation and auditory presentation

of digits, with visual presentation always accompanied by

irrelevant articulation. Frick also investigated the effects

of speaking or writing a response prefix upon digit span

for the various presentation modes. As expected, the
spoken prefix reduced auditory digit recall relative to a
no-prefix control, and a written prefix had no effect. For

sequential visual presentation, neither a spoken nor a writ

ten prefix had any significant effect; but for the simulta

neous presentation, the written prefix impaired recall more

than did the spoken prefix. Frick's experiment shows that

a response prefix produces modality-specific interference

in both the auditory and the visual modalities, and that

the visual interference effect did not occur with completely

sequential presentation of the memory items.

Proctor and Fagnani (1978), Marcer (1977), Merikle

(1976), and Frick (1985) all found a visual interference

effect in their experiments, and all of them employed

simultaneousvisual presentation of several memory items.
Given the difficulty of demonstrating a selective visual

interference effect when visual items are presented se

quentially, the large effect of a single visual distractor item

observed by these investigators is very interesting. It

would appear that simultaneous presentation of visual

stimuli can be added to bisensory presentation and irrele

vant articulation as factors that induce the subject to main-
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tain a visually based code. It is worth noting as well that

a visual suffix effect has been reported when the visual

memory items and suffix were all presented simulta

neously (Frick & De Rose, 1986a, 1986b; Kahneman,

1973; Kahneman & Henik, 1977).

There have been reports of visual suffix effects in serial

recall with completely sequential presentation of list items

and suffixes (Hitch, 1975; Manning, 1980; Manning &

Gmuer, 1985). Hitch required subjects to recall orally

where a written report was more typical; and Manning

used dynamically changing visual stimuli rather than the

usual visual presentation. Whether these factors were crit

ical in producing the visual suffix effect is not yet clear.

What is clear, however, is that visual suffix effects ap

pear to be quite different from the auditory suffix effects.

Summaryof selective interference effects. The find

ing of both auditory and visual selective interference ef

fects provides further evidence for the separation in

processing of auditorily and visually presented verbal

items in short-term memory. The auditory interference

effect is extremely robust, but the visual effect is demon

strable only under certain circumstances. The presenta

tion of auditory memory items concurrently with the

visual, the requiring of irrelevant articulation by the sub

jects during presentation of visual memory items or pos

sibly during the retention interval, and the simultaneous

presentation of visual memory items all promote the use

of a visual code for retention, and this code is susceptible

to interference from a subsequent visually presented ver

bal distractor stimulus. When the subject is permitted to

represent visual stimuli in the phonological code, a selec

tive visual interference effect is not likely to be found.

Organization by Modality
A fourth line of evidence supporting the hypothesis that

auditorily and visually presented verbal items are pro

cessed in separate streams is the finding that in immedi

ate recall, presentation modality provides a strong basis

for organization. Not only can subjects organize their

recall by modality when instructed to do so, it appears

that organization by modality is the preferred or optimal

organizational scheme. The evidence also suggests that

the modality organization is not merely a reflection of

some discretionary strategy adopted by subjects, but rather

an inherent property of the memory system.

There are a number of reports that subjects prefer to

recall mixed-mode lists according to presentation modal

ity, or that such an organization is more efficient than

recall according to temporal order (Broadbent & Gregory,

1961; Murdock & Walker, 1969; Nilsson, 1973, 1974).

Ronnberg, Nilsson, and Ohlsson (1982) examined out

put organization in lists that contained words in two sen

sory modalities, two languages (Swedish and English),

or two semantic categories. Organization by modality was

consistently higher in mixed-mode lists than was organi

zation by language in mixed-language lists. Modality or

ganization was also higher than organization by category

in mixed-eategory lists. It seems that presentation modality

provides a very powerful dimension for organization in

short-term memory.

Penney (1980) presented lists of 10 digits such that

presentation modality changed after every second digit.

Some subjects were instructed to report the digits in their

correct order within each modality; others were required

to report the digits in the actual order of presentation, dis

regarding presentation modality. Strict serial report pro

duced lower recall than did reporting the items separately

by modality. It seems that the subjects had difficulty or

dering items presented to two different sensory modes.

A later study (Penney, 1982a) ruled out the possibility

that the higher recall with a mode-by-mode report order

rather than with strict serial recall was due to some kind

of chunking strategy.

Penney and Butt (1986) compared the relative impor

tance of temporal adjacency and identity of probe and tar

get modalities in determining the effectiveness of a recall

probe. Lists contained 10 digits, with presentation mo

dality changing after every second digit. At the end of

the list, 1 digit was repeated as a probe or recall cue. In

one condition, the subjects were instructed to report the

digit that had been presented in the list immediately after

the probe item. The probe item and target could have been

presented either in the same modality or in different

modes. Penney and Butt found (as did Murdock, 1967)

that recall was much higher if both probe and target had

been auditory than if either or both had been visual. In

the second condition, subjects were instructed to report

the next item after the probe but in the same modality.

In some cases, this meant that two items in the other mode

intervened between probe and target items in the list.

When this occurred, the probe was called a temporally

distant probe. Higher recall was obtained for a temporally
distant probe than for a temporally adjacent probe that
was not in the same modality as the target. It seems that

presentation modality was more important in determin

ing probe effectiveness than temporal contiguity was.

A number of studies have examined output order for

bisensory lists (lists in which different memory items are

presented simultaneously to ear and eye). In general, the

results are similar to those found for mixed-modality

lists-recall by modalities is preferred and is more effi

cient. Madsen, Rollins, and Senf (1970) reported a se

ries of experiments examining retention of bisensory

stimuli. In general, the mode-by-mode recall order was

preferentially adopted by the subjects, and a pair-by-pair

order was used only at the slowest rate and only if the

subjects had not previously experienced the fastest rate.

Hede (1973) also found a strong preference for a modal

ity report order for bisensory lists when the presentation

rate was fast. Penney (1974b) used a four-channel presen

tation and found that when the subjects had to report both

auditory and visual items, they tended to recall by mo

dality with the visual items reported first. When subjects

are instructed regarding the order of report, the usual find

ing is that at the fast rate (.5 sec per pair), the modality

recall order produces higher recall, whereas at the slower



rate, the pair report order is better (Madsen et al., 1970;

Rollins, 1972; Senf & Rollins, 1971). These effects seem

to hold, whether the subjects are instructed about report

order before list presentation or after (Madsen et al.,

1970, Experiment 7; Senf & Rollins, 1971).

In the dichotic split-span task, category of stimulus item

seems to function as effectively in defining a channel as

does ear of presentation to produce a channel-by-channel

report order. Gray and Wedderburn (1960) and Yntema

and Trask (1963) presented two classes of items (e. g. ,

words and digits) such that one ear heard a word, then

a digit, and then another word, and the second ear heard

a digit, a word, and then another digit. Recall ordered

by stimulus class was actually higher than recall ordered

by ear of presentation. Madsen et al. (1970, Experi

ment 2) attempted to replicate this effect by using the eye

and the ear for the two channels, rather than the two ears.

They found that when type of stimulus material alternated

between sensory modes, subjects virtually never recalled

by stimulus class, but instead chose the modality report

order. Hede (1973) examined free recall ofbisensory lists

and compared it to recall organized according to modal

ity, temporal pairings (one auditory and one visual item),

and stimulus class (digits, words, and letters). Under free

recall, 35 out of the 36 subjects tested recalled the items

by modality, with most subjects recalling the visual items

first. When the subjects were instructed regarding report

order, recall ordered by modality was consistently higher

than recall ordered by temporal pairs or stimulus types.

In summary, when subjects are presented with lists con

taining different items presented in the auditory and visual

modalities, the preferred recall strategy is to report one

modality first, and then to attempt recall of items in the

other mode. The modality recall order is found for bi

sensory lists with auditory and visual items presented

simultaneously, and for mixed-mode lists with items

presented one at a time. The finding of a modality report

order with mixed-mode lists makes an interpretation in

terms of switching attention between modalities unlikely,

for items in different modalities are never simultaneous.

An attentional explanation might be plausible if the mo

dality report order were obtained only with bisensory lists

and only at fast presentation rates. Penney and Butt's

(1986) results for the comparison of temporally distant

probes with probes that had been temporally adjacent to

the target but in the other sensory modality are also in

compatible with an attentional interpretation. Organiza

tion according to modality overrides organization accord

ing to time of arrival-the organizational scheme one

would expect if rehearsal were the dominant mechanism

of retention. Presentation modality provides a stronger

organization than language or category (Ronnberg et al.,

1982), and modality outweighs semantic factors in govern

ing output order in bisensory tasks (Hede, 1973; Madsen

et al., 1970). The evidence that presentation modality is

more important in determining recall order than is time

of arrival or meaning suggests that the organization im-
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posed by presentation modality is stronger than organi

zation along other dimensions. The difficulty subjects ex

perience in organizing mixed-mode or bisensory lists

along some dimension other than presentation modality

suggests that modality organization is not a strategy that

can be abandoned at will, and that modality organization

is fundamental to short-term memory.

Selective Memory Deficits
A number of case studies have been published that

demonstrate a severe impairment in retention of auditorily

presented verbal material. There is usually a retention

deficit for visually presented material as well; but it is

not nearly as large as the auditory deficit, and recall of

visually presented items exceeds that of auditory items.

Two cases (K.F. and P.V.) have been studied in more

detail than the other cases and so will be summarized here.

Case K.F. is described in papers by Shallice and War

rington (1970), Warrington, Logue, and Pratt (1971),

Warrington and Shall ice (1969, 1972). Case P.V. is

described in a paper by Basso, Spinnler, Vallar, and

Zanobio (1982), with further work reported by Vallar and

Baddeley (1984). Other case histories have been reported

by Saffran and Marin (1975), Strub and Gardiner (1974),

and Tzortzis and Albert (1974).

The most obvious deficit characterizing both K.F. and

P. V. is the extremely low auditory digit span. Neither pa

tient was able to repeat reliably a string of two auditorily

presented items, but both did perform better when visual

presentation was used. In a free recall task, K.F. produced

a recency effect confined to the final serial position; P.V.

produced no recency effect at all. Both patients exhibited

severely impaired retention of auditory letters in a Peter

son distractor task, but much higher retention of visually

presented letters. Learning and language comprehension

were virtually normal.

Shall ice and Warrington (1977) reviewed the published

case histories (except P. V. 's) and concluded that the ob

served performance deficit is best explained as an impair

ment in auditory-verbal short-term memory. Vallar and

Baddeley (1984) attributed the impairment in the case of

P. V. to the phonological store. The separate-streams

hypothesis accounts for the deficit manifested by these

patients in terms of impaired formation or retention of

A and P codes. In the case of auditory presentation, the

"echo" (the A code) that persists and is so useful for nor

mal subjects was not available to these subjects; hence

the very low auditory digit span and minimal recency ef

fects. In the case of visual presentation, performance was

much improved because the subjects could rely on the

visually based code, but retention was lower than nor

mal, because the optimal code for visual items (the P code)

was not available.

If the auditory and visual processing streams are

separate, it should also be possible to find analogous cases

of performance deficits attributable to impairment of the

visual subsystem. Warrington and Rabin (1971) measured
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the visual span of apprehension (actually the memory span

for different types of material) in patients with different

types of localized cerebral lesions. Patients with posterior

left hemisphere lesions manifested a reduced visual span

relative to patients with right posterior, left temporal, or

left anterior lesions. Correlations between the memory

spans for different types of visually presented material

(including one set of nonverbal material) were high, but

correlations between visual span and auditory digit span

were much lower and in many cases not significant.

Warrington and Rabin concluded that their findings sug
gest a short-term visual memory deficit.

Summary of the Evidence for Separate Streams

Evidence has been presented to support the separate

streams hypothesis-the hypothesis that verbal material

presented auditorily and visually is processed in differ

ent parts of the memory system and by different mecha

nisms. The evidence pertains to five mainfindings: (1) the

superior performance on concurrent tasks when stimuli

are presented to two modalities rather than one; (2) higher

recall when two presentation modalities are used instead

of one; (3) the observation of both auditory and visual

selective interference effects; (4) the strength and perva

siveness of organization by modality and the apparent

difficulty of overriding the modality organization; and

(5) the finding of modality-specific deficits in short-term

memory. Anyone of these findings could probably be ex

plained without reference to separate processing streams,

but the overall picture is convincing. The hypothesis of

separate processing streams makes sense out of dozens

of different experiments. Furthermore, the agreement

among different investigators on the theoretical account

of their findings is impressive. A number of direct quo
tations were cited above to show how different people

have come to the same conclusion regarding the extent
of modality-specific processing or storage systems in
memory. It is not merely that modality effects appear in
a variety of memory tasks, but also that the observed ef

fects of presentation modality are all consistent with an

explanation made in terms of separate processing sub

systems for the auditory and visual modalities in short

term memory.

ALTERNATE ACCOUNTS
OF MODALITY EFFECTS

The Auditory Sensory Store

The first theoretical account of the original modality

effect was the PAS model of Crowder and Morton (1969).

The PAS model proposed that an auditory sensory store
(called, as stated above, the precategorical acoustic store,

or PAS) maintained unprocessed acoustic information

about the most recent item for a second or two. This sen

sory information lasted just long enough to supplement

the information in short-term memory for the last few

items in the list. Because the analogous visual sensory

store decayed within less than a second, there was no sup
plemental visual information. The higher recall of audi-

tory items at the end of a list could therefore be accounted

for by the persistence of information in the PAS. In addi

tion, the PAS model was able to account for the interfer

ing effects of a stimulus suffix in that the suffix either

displaced the information in the PAS about the last list

item or disrupted access to that information. Crowder re

vised and elaborated on the original PAS model in 1978

and 1983. In the 1978 paper, Crowder proposed three

mechanisms contributing to the suffix effect: (1) integra

tion of the last item and the suffix at very short suffix de

lays, (2) backward masking through lateral inhibition at
intermediate delays, and (3) readout of information from

the PAS to short-term memory at longer delays. The

modification outlined in the 1983 paper allowed informa

tion about articulatory movements to contribute to the

selection of auditory features in the PAS. This modifica

tion was included to enable the PAS model to account for

the effects of lipreading and of the silent mouthing of
memory items and suffixes.

Evidence against the 1978 version of the model was

provided by O. C. Watkins and M. J. Watkins (1982) and

by Frankish and Turner (1984). Watkins and Watkins

were unable to replicate the larger effect of a single as

opposed to a triple suffix, an effect Crowder interpreted

as evidence for lateral inhibition, and they pointed out a

prediction of the theory that was contrary to existing data.

Frankish and Turner presented an alternative interpreta

tion of Crowder's 1978 data on the effects of suffix de

lay and reported an effect of suffix delay for very rapidly

presented list items that was directly opposite to the ef

fect Crowder found. Whenever Crowder's 1978 model

has been directly tested, it has not held up well at all.

In my view, neither the 1978 nor the 1983 revisions

of the PAS model enable it to account for the range of
modality and suffix effects described here. For example,
the results of the divided attention studies would be com
patible with a sensory-stores view only if the procedure

comprised discrete trials such that the subject could store
the auditory input for a few seconds in the auditory sen
sory store, process the visual items, and then retrieve the

auditory items from sensory memory and process them.

Reports of visual interference effects that do not seem to

be strictly analogous to the auditory interference effects

suggest that there are more extensive differences between

the auditory and visual modalities than the PAS model

would allow. Finally, if auditorily and visually presented

items are held in a common verbal short-term store and

are distinguishable only because of a tag or markers, it

is difficult to see why the tendency to organize recall ac
cording to presentation modality should be so strong. All

these effects suggest a mechanism that is more than a
short-lived sensory store.

When the PAS model was first published, there was

some indication that the estimates of the capacity and du
ration were not appropriate; more recent research on mo

dality and suffix effects confirms the discrepancy. In free

recall, modality and suffix effects extend over about six

items (see Engle, 1974). In serial recall-the task on which
the PAS model is primarily based-the modality effect



extends back from the end of the list over four serial posi

tions (Madigan, 1971; Murray & Roberts, 1968; Penney,

1979), and the suffix effect can affect as many as 6 items

when recall is written (Penney, 1979, Experiment 3).

Using a probed-recall task, Murdock (1967) found that

the modality effect extended throughout a 10-item list as

long as both probe and target were auditory, and Penney

(1982b, Experiment 2) found a small suffix effect of simi

lar extent. Routh (1976) obtained the auditory superiority

throughout an 8-item list when subjects engaged in a con

current writing task. If the PAS is hypothesized to con

tain information about only 1 or at most 2 items, it is

difficult to see how the PAS model can account for suffix

and modality effects that extend over 4 to 9 items. Such

effects are simply not compatible with the capacity and

time limits originally proposed for the PAS.

Evidence against the hypothesis that the sensory infor

mation underlying the modality effect persists only for

1 or 2 sec was presented by Engle and Roberts (1982),

by Gathercole, Gregg, and Gardiner (1983), and by O. C.

Watkins and M. J. Watkins (1980). Engle and Roberts

reported a modality effect in free recall when a 6O-sec

empty interval intervened between list presentation and

recall. A small modality effect was still obtained when

the retention interval was filled with 60 sec of a visual

task; but 15 sec of an auditory distractor task eliminated

the modality effect. Consistent with the apparent 20-sec

duration of echoic information underlying the modality

effect, M. J. Watkins and Todres (1980) and Balota and

Duchek (1986) found that a suffix delayed by 20 sec

(where the interval was filled with a silent arithmetic task)

reduced recall of the terminal list item. Overall, the ef

fects of delayed postlist distractor tasks and suffixes in

dicate that the information underlying the modality and

suffix effects, although extraordinarily persistent in time,

is nevertheless highly susceptible to auditory interference.

Is it possible to rescue the PAS notion by enlarging the

capacity of the sensory store and by extending the hypo

thesized duration of the sensory information? Whereas

these modifications appear to be demanded by a number

of findings, they are still not sufficient to provide a full

account of all modality effects. M. J. Watkins (1972) and

M. J. Watkins and O. C. Watkins (1973) found that the

modality effect extended over the same number of words,

regardless of the number of syllables in the words. This

finding suggests that the extent of the modality effect is

determinedby the number of words and not by the amount

of acoustic information. The word can hardly be the unit

of storage in a precategorical or purely sensory store.

Therefore, Watkins and Watkins argued, the modality ef

fect must arise after word identification.

There is also some evidence consistent with a postcate

gorical interpretation of the suffix effect, or, at least, con

sistent with the existence of a postcategorical component

in the suffix effect. Harris, Gausepohl, Lewis, and Spoehr

(1979) and Salter and Colley (1977) found that the effect

of a suffix upon the terminal list item was reduced if the
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suffix was related in some way to that terminal item. In

the Salter and Colley study, the suffix was either a syno

nym of the terminal item or was unrelated to it; in the

Harris et al. experiment, the suffix belonged to the same

semantic category. If semantic factors can reduce the

suffix effect, it seems that sensory information and se

mantic information must somehow interact in short-term

memory.

Other evidence that there is a postcategorical compo

nent in the suffix effect comes from experiments show

ing that the distribution of suffix interference depends

upon such factors as output order and rehearsal strategy.

Manning and her colleagues (Manning & Pacifici, 1983;

Manning & Turner, 1984) examined backward and cir

cular (the last three items recalled first, then the remain

ing items recalled in order) recall orders and did not ob

tain the typical end-of-list suffix effect. Penney (1985)

found that knowledge of list length and rehearsal strategy

interacted. When list length was randomized and when

subjects adopted a cumulative rehearsal strategy, the

preterminal suffix effect was eliminated. Factors such as

rehearsal strategy, knowledge of list length, and output

order should not produce such large and extensive effects

if a purely sensory or precategorical store is what under

lies the modality and suffix effects.

A full account of the suffix and modality effects has to

take into account findings which suggest that the informa

tion underlying these effects is sensory and precategori

cal as well as other findings which suggest that it is post

categorical. The apparent contradictions can be resolved

within the framework of the separate-streams hypothe

sis. Auditory short-term memory is conceptualized as a

processing stream in which acoustic properties of the items

are processed as well as lexical and semantic informa

tion. The original modality effect is hypothesized to be

due to the persistence of information in the A code (what

has been called the "echo"), and the suffix effect is due

to displacement of this information. The relationship be

tween the A and P codes is not yet clear, but one hypothe

sis is that the acoustic information is organized accord

ing to higher level units (phonemes, syllables, or even

words). Thus, sensory information is retained in the same

part of the system (the auditory stream) as is other higher

level information about the items, such as the meaning

and the temporal properties. Semantic, articulatory, and

acoustic information are all stored and processed together

and can therefore interact.

Perhaps the strongest evidence that a sensory-stores

hypothesis does not completely account for modality ef

fects is the finding of a modality effect under conditions

that would prevent the utilization of echoic information.

Gardiner and Gregg (1979) and Glenberg (1984) used a

task that combined free recall with distraction before and

after every list item. Since the distraction task had both

visual and auditory components, there is good reason to

believe that the subjects could make little or no use of

the echoic information of the type that appears to under-
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lie the modality effect in immediate recall. Even so, recall

of the last few items was higher when they had been

presented auditorily.

It is beginning to appear that the modality effect in im

mediate recall and the long-term modality effect react

differently to certain variables. For example, Gregg and

Gardiner (1984) reported no effect of phonological simi

larity of memory items on the long-term modality effect.

This finding is to be contrasted with the large effects of

phonological similarity on the modality effect in immedi

ate recall (M. J. Watkins, O. C. Watkins, & Crowder,

1974). Greene (1985) found that unlike the large and

reliable modality effect found in immediate serial recall,

the long-term modality effect was unreliable when serial

recall was tested. Gardiner, Gregg, and Gardiner (1984)

found a large long-term modality effect with backward

recall, but Madigan (1971) found no modality effect with

backward recall in the immediate recall task. Finally,

although a suffix effect is found in the through-list dis

tractor task (Glenberg, 1984), the effect differs somewhat

from the suffix effect found in immediate recall (Huang

& Glenberg, 1986).

Based on the somewhat limited evidence presently avail

able regarding the long-term modality effect, the tenta

tive conclusion is that it reflects different mechanisms

from the modality effect in immediate recall. However,

it is unlikely that the two effects are completely unrelated,

or that the finding of auditory superiority in two rather

different situations is coincidental. What is more likely

is that both modality effects reflect properties of the au

ditory processing stream that differ from those of the

visual processing stream. Which property of the auditory

stream underlies the long-term effect is not clear at this

point, but Glenberg and Swanson (1986) have proposed
that the critical property is the finer encoding of temporal

information in the auditory modality as opposed to the

visual. (See also Gardiner, 1983, for a similar argument.)

Given that temporal information (in the form of associa

tions between successive items) is important in the audi

tory modality, Glenberg's temporaldistinctiveness hypothe

sis is one account of the long-term modality effect that can

probably be integrated into the separate-streams model.

In connection with Gardiner and Gregg's (1979) long

term modality effect, it should be noted that a number

of modality effects are now appearing in long-term mem

ory tasks. These long-term modality effects are not al

ways manifested as an auditory superiority for recent

items; instead, one sees complex interactions between

presentation modality and various experimental manipu

lations. For example, Anderson (1986) reported a gener

ation effect with visual presentation of cliches but not with
auditory presentation. Nilsson (1979, Experiment 2) re

quired subjects to remember, from a list of 15 words,

either 5 words that began with a certain letter or 5 words

that rhymed with a specified word. Type of task was or

thogonally combined with presentation modality. For the

letter task, visual presentation produced higher recall, but
for the rhyme task, auditory presentation was better.

In a study by Peca, Reid, and Mason (1982), subjects

either counted the es in each word or rated the words on

an active-passive dimension during study. For the rating

task, visual presentation produced higher recognition

scores than did auditory presentation; for the letter

counting task, the modality effect was reversed. I have

found a similar interaction (Penney, 1986). In one encod

ing condition, subjects were asked to count the number

of consonants in each word during list presentation. On

a subsequent frequency judgment test, higher mean judg

ments were given if presentation had been auditory rather

than visual. When the subjects were asked about the sound

of items during the study phase, higher frequency judg

ments were given for visually than for auditorily presented

items.

In connection with long-term modality effects, several

other reports must be mentioned. Conway and Gathercole

(1987; Gathercole & Conway, 1988) reported better long

term retention when there was acoustic input during the

study phase, but the auditory advantage extended through

out the list of 30 items rather than being confined to the

terminal item. A final long-term modality effect that must

be mentioned is that found in studies of priming. Kirsner

and Dunn (1985) have summarized a number of experi

ments demonstrating reduced repetition priming when

presentation modality was changed from the first to the

second presentation.

Given the preliminary nature of the work on long-term

modality effects, it is premature to attempt any theoreti

cal account at this point. Nevertheless, one can be sure

that an explanation only in terms of an auditory sensory

store will not suffice. (But see Engle & Mobley, 1976,

for a long-term modality effect that is compatible with

a sensory-stores hypothesis.) The separate-streams model
may, on the other hand, offer some direction. If the long

tenn memory trace is a record of the input processing,

as Kolers and Roediger (1984) and Kirsner and Dunn

(1985) have suggested, there should be strong interactions

between presentation modality and the nature of the

processing required at encoding. Modality effects should

be obtained when encoding tasks tap processing mecha

nisms that differ for audition and vision and the retention

test is sensitive to these differences. The explanation of

modality effects in long-term memory, like the account

of short-term memory modality effects, will be found in

the different capabilities and properties of the auditory

and visual processing streams. Thus the understanding of

modality effects is central not only to an understanding

of short-term memory but also for a complete account of

long-term memory as well.

Another modality effect that cannot be accommodated

within the PAS model was reported by Hopkins, Edwards,

and Cook (1973). They used the Brown-Peterson distrac

tor task and found not only modality-specific interference,

but also an interaction between presentation modality and

distractor modality in the release from proactive interfer
ence. Whereas the modality effect observed in the Brown

Peterson task and the interaction between stimulus and



distractor modalities can be accommodated within the

framework of a long-lived, large-capacity echoic memory

store, the explanation of the release from PI is not clear.

In contrast, the separate-streams hypothesis offers an ac

count of both effects. The modality-specific interference

occurs when both distractor and memory items require

processing within the same stream. The processing mech

anisms become overloaded and interference is observed.

If memory and distractor items are in different modali

ties, different processing mechanisms are used, and the

load on one modality is reduced.

The explanation of the release from PI is more compli

cated. An auditory memory item will be represented in

both the A and P codes; a visual item will be represented

in both the P code and the visually based code. Auditory

distractors will impair retention of the A and P codes but

not the visual code. With auditory distraction, changing

from auditory to visual presentation of the memory items

results in a new type of code (the visually based code)

on the postshift trial, and a concomitant release from PI.

Changing from visual to auditory presentation means a

loss of the visual code, but no new encoding dimension

is introduced, because the A code is effectively disrupted

by the auditory distractor. There is therefore no release

from PI.

When the distractor material is presented visually, the

situation is reversed. The visual distraction impairs reten

tion of the visual code, but has little effect on the A and

P codes. Changing from visual to auditory presentation

means that the subject has a richer and more complete

representation of the items (in the A code) after the shift.

Hence the release from PI. Changing from auditory to

visual presentation means that thesubject loses the benefits

of the A code and must rely on the P code. There is no

new coding dimension, because the visual interference ef

fectively eliminates the visual code. With no new coding

dimension and no improvement in the memory represen

tation, there is nothing to lead to improved performance

or a release from PI.

In summary, the first criticism of the PAS model is that

it underestimated both the number of items that were rep

resented in the "echo" and the length of time that infor

mation persisted. Ifone enlarges the hypothesized capacity

of the PAS from one or two items to six or seven, and

if one further assumes that echoic information can sur

vive in silence for periods of up to 60 sec, then this type

of sensory-stores hypothesis offers a reasonable account

of the auditory superiority in short-term memory tasks,

the auditory suffix effect, and the effects of auditory and

visual distractor tasks. Because of its explanatory power,

I have incorporated the sensory-stores hypotheses into the

separate-streams model as the A code. However, that is

only a small part of the total picture. The real criticism

of the PAS model, or of any sensory-stores model, is that

there are too many other modality effects that the model

simply does not fit.
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The Translation Hypothesis
One hypothesis intended to account for the original mo

dality effect was that visually presented information had

to be converted to a verbal form for rehearsal (Laughery

& Pinkus, 1966; Sperling, 1963, 1967). The translation

required time, giving the auditorily presented items an

advantage. The translation hypothesis has not received

much attention lately, probably because it is unable to ac

count for many aspects of the modality effect. Further

more, it was never intended to explain suffix effects.

Nevertheless, it now seems that conversion of visually

presented verbal input into a phonological code through

silent articulation is an important memory process that

must be taken into consideration. However, the goal here

is to show that the translation hypothesis is not an ade

quate account of modality effects.

First, the translation hypothesis predicts that the mo

dality effect will disappear or be substantially reduced if

the presentation rate is slow enough. If visual items are

presented slowly, there should be sufficient time for the

translation process to be completed and the items ade

quately rehearsed. Laughery and Pinkus (1966) did find

that the modality effect disappeared at the slower presen

tation rates. Unfortunately, they did not report serial po

sition curves, so that an interaction between presentation

modality and serial position may have been hidden. On

the other hand, several investigators have reported a mo

dality effect that is reduced at the slower presentation rate,

but does not disappear. The most convincing data is that

of W. A. Roberts (1972), who found a modality effect

for recall from primary memory with presentation rates

as slow as 4 and 8 sec per item. Provision of extra time

during list presentation for the translation of visual input

to occur is not sufficient to overcome the modality effect.

A second prediction based on the translation hypothe

sis that is not borne out is that the auditory superiority

should persist beyond the recency part of the serial posi

tion curve. The translation hypothesis attributes the mo

dality effect to an encoding deficit such that the encoding

of visual stimuli is not as rapid or efficient as that for au

ditory stimuli. If so, conditions that produce a large mo

dality effect on the recency list item should produce an

equal effect on prerecency items. Such is not the case

(Murdock & Walker, 1%9; W. A. Roberts, 1972). Some

investigators have even found evidence of a small visual

superiority for primacy items in free recall (e.g., Craik,

1969; Engle, 1974; Murdock & Walker, 1969).

Evidence against the translation hypothesis as an ac

count of the modality effect comes from the work on the

effects of silent articulation compared to articulation with

auditory feedback. The translation hypothesis predicts that

silent articulation and overt articulation with the sound

of the subject's voice masked by noise should both

produce the same beneficial effect on recall as does overt

vocalization. It is clear that vocalization with concurrent

auditory feedback has a beneficial effect on recall of
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several very recent items, and that this effect is similar

to the original modality effect. In contrast, when the au

ditory feedback is absent, the beneficial effects of articu

lation are not to be found, and there is even some evi

dence that articulation is detrimental.

First, consider the effects of vocalization with auditory

feedback. Vocalizationof a list of visually presented items

has improved recall of the last few list items in serial recall

(Conrad & Hull, 1968; Crowder, 1970, 1986; Gathercole,

Gardiner, & Gregg, 1982; Greene & Crowder, 1984;

Kappel, Harford, Bums, & Anderson, 1973; Murray,

1966; Nairne & Walters, 1983; Routh, 1970). For early

list items, however, the vocalization sometimes reduces

recall relative to a condition in which the experimenter

reads the item aloud while the subject reads them si

lently (Arenberg, 1976; Crowder, 1970, 1986; Greene

& Crowder, 1984), or relative to an auditory presenta

tion condition with no concurrent visual presentation

(Gathercole et al., 1982). Engle and Roberts (1982) also

found a beneficial effect of vocalization on recall of the

last few list items in free recall, and Tell and Ferguson

(1974) reported an interaction between retention interval

and vocalization condition in the Brown-Peterson distrac

tor task. Tell and Ferguson found that for the shortest

retention intervals, vocalizationby subject or experimenter

produced higher recall than did silent reading, but at the

longer retention intervals, subject vocalization resulted in

much lower recall than did experimenter vocalization.

Silent articulation (mouthing) or vocalization under con

ditions that eliminate auditory feedback does not improve

recall, as the translation hypothesis would suggest, but

in fact actually impairs recall. When subjects were in

structed to articulate visually presented stimuli visibly but

silently, recall of primacy items was lower than for either
silently read or overtly vocalized lists (Greene & Crowder,

1984, 1986; Nairne & Walters, 1983). For recency items,
mouthing sometimes produced higher recall than silent

reading (Green & Crowder, 1986; Nairne & Walters,

1983), but it never resulted in recall as high as when the

subjects vocalized audibly. Further evidence that the au

ditory feedback is critical and not feedback from the ar

ticulatory activity was provided by Murray (1965), who

found that the beneficial effects of vocalization were

reduced if the subject's voice was masked by white noise.

Crowder (1986) also reported that white noise reduced

recall when subjects whispered visually presented words

during their presentation. In this case, the noise was loud

enough to mask the sound produced by the subjects. When

auditory presentation is used and vocalization does not

introduce new acoustic information, it is detrimental to

recall (Mackworth 1964, Experiment 4).

Further evidence that articulation without auditory feed

back does not have the same effects as articulation with

feedback was presented by Gathercole (1986) and by

Turner et al. (1987). Gathercole found that postlist dis

tractor activity involving silent articulation did not reduce

the modality effect, but that distractor activity involving

audible speech did. Turner et al. investigated recency and

suffix effects in lists that were read silently, mouthed, or

read aloud. Based on their findings that recency and suffix

effects reacted differently to various experimental varia

bles, depending on whether the lists had been mouthed

or read aloud, they concluded that recency and suffix ef

fects found with mouthed lists did not reflect the same

underlying mechanisms as did these effects with lists that

had been heard. It is clear that silent articulation and ar

ticulation with auditory feedback do not have the same

effect.

Vocalization during the study phase seems to have two

different effects. First, there is a beneficial effect similar

to the effect of auditory presentation. The sound of the

subject's own voice provides auditory input that leads to

storage of information in the A code, the beneficial ef

fects of which are apparent for the last few items in the

list. The second effect of vocalization is negative: Artic

ulation in the absence of auditory input is a source of in

terference, and it reduces recall of nonrecency items. The

mechanism is not clear, but it may well be that attention

to the articulatory activity preempts a more effective type

of rehearsal (Kellas, McCauley, & McFarland, 1975). In

terms of the translation hypothesis, silent articulation may

produce an "auditory" code, but the code so produced

(the P code) is clearly not the same code as that produced

as a result of perceptual analysis of auditory input (the

A code).

Although the translation hypothesis does not provide

an explanation of modality effects, there is evidence (see

Baddeley, 1986) that visually presented verbal items are

translated into a phonological code that plays an impor

tant role in retention. As evidence for the importance of

the articulatory process, Baddeley (1983, 1986) cited four

empirical phenomena: the phonological similarity effect,
the word-length effect, the unattended-speech effect, and

the effects of articulatory suppression. The phonological

similarity effect refers to the finding that immediate serial

recall of consonants is lower when consonants have names

that rhyme than when the names are not similar in sound

(see Conrad, Baddeley, & Hull, 1966; Conrad & Hull,

1964). The word-length effect refers to the finding that

memory span is a function of the length of time it takes

the subject to articulate the target items (Baddeley,

Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975). The unattended-speechef

fect refers to the interference produced by the presenta

tion of speech during study of a visually presented memory

list (Salame & Baddeley, 1982). The simultaneous speech

impairs retention, even though the subject is instructed

to ignore the speech.

Consistent with the distinction I have hypothesized be

tween the A code for auditorily presented items on the
one hand, and the P code generated for visual items on

the other, there is evidence that presentation modality in

teracts with phonological similarity, word-length, and ar

ticulatory suppression. Articulatory suppression (having

the subject articulate an irrelevant sound during study of
a memory list) lowers visual memory span but has much

less effect when auditory presentation is used (Levy,



1971). When articulatory suppression is used with visual

presentation, the phonological-similarity effect disappears,

but that is not the case for auditory presentation (Baddeley,

Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Peterson & Johnson, 1971). Simi

larly, articulatory suppression during list presentation

eliminates the word-length effect for visual presentation,

but not for auditory (Baddeley et al., 1984).

To account for the phonological-similarity effect, the

word-length effect, the unattended-speech effect, and the

effects of articulatory suppression, Baddeley (1983, 1986)

described a subsystem of memory called the articulatory

loop, which was composed of two parts-an articulatory

rehearsal process involving subvocal speech, and a phono

logical input store. Auditory presentation provides obliga

tory access to the phonological store, and a phonological

code may be generated for visually presented items

through the process of subvocal rehearsal. The word

length effect reflects the operation of the articulatory re

hearsal process, whereas the unattended-speech effect

results from the auditory information's gaining access

automatically to the phonological store and thereby dis

rupting the translation of visual input. Phonological

similarity reduces recall, because similar, and therefore

confusable, traces are laid down for auditorily presented

items or silently articulated visual items. The effect of ar

ticulatory suppression is to hinder or to prevent the trans

lation of visual items into the phonological code. In the

absence of the translation process, there is no basis for

the phonemic similarity effect, the word-length effect, or

the unattended-speech effect.

Baddeley's hypothesis of the articulatory loop accounts

nicely for the empirical phenomena he described, but it

does not account for the various modality effects described

here. Baddeley's hypothesis implies that auditorily pre

sented items and silently articulated visual items produce

the same kind of code in short-term memory, the only

modality difference being that the phonological encoding

is obligatory for auditory items but not for visual. The

literature reviewed in this paper shows clearly that there

are differences in the processing of auditory and visual

input that Baddeley's articulatory loop does not allow. The

modality effects that appear in divided attention tasks and

long-term memory tasks, the modality-specific memory

deficits, and many other findings simply cannot be ac

commodated within Baddeley's model.

PROPERTIES OF THE STREAMS AND CODES

The Auditory Stream and the A Code

The A code necessarily has as its basis the perceptual

analysis of acoustic information. An item must be heard

in order for it to be represented in the A code. The studies

comparing silent and overt vocalization, or overt vocali

zation with and without auditory feedback, indicate clearly

that auditory feedback has very large effects on retention.

Imagining the sound of visually presented items does not
create the same representation as does hearing the items

(Nairne & Pusen, 1984, Experiment 3). Nairne and Pusen
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presented lists visually with the first few items accompa

nied by auditory presentation. In one condition, subjects

were instructed to imagine the sound of the speaker's voice

saying the last three items, which were presented in the

visual mode only. Recall of these three items was actu

ally higher in the control condition, in which subjects were

told to encode the items in their own inner voice, than

it was in the "imagine" condition. Nairne and Pusen also

found that when subjects were instructed to imagine the

sound of a visually presented suffix, there was no suffix

effect at all. Similarly, Nairne and Crowder (1982, Ex

periment 2) found that a silently mouthed suffix did not

impair recall of a vocalized list as much as did a vocal

ized suffix. Manning (1987) found similar results with

an auditorily presented list, provided that subjects did not

have to attend to the suffix. In order to interfere max

imally, the suffix must actually be heard. It seems that

an intemally generated auditory or phonological code does

not have the same properties as the sensory-based code.

Both the capacity and the durability of the A code differ

markedly from the properties hypothesized for Crowder

and Morton's PAS. The number of items that can be rep

resented in the A code at the same time appears to be five

or more. This estimate is based on the number of serial

positions that manifest the modality effect when pure

mode lists are presented in free recall (Murdock & Walker,

1969), in serial recall (Murray, 1966), or in a serial probe

task (Murdock, 1967). The estimate of five items is also

consistent with the number of items at the end of an audi

tory list more affected by an interpolated auditory dis

tractor task than by an analogous visual task (Gathercole

et al., 1983). Experiments producing a modality effect

when a silent interval of 20 to 60 sec intervenes between

list presentation and recall indicate that the echoic infor

mation must last as long as this (e.g., Engle & Roberts,

1982; O. C. Watkins & M. J. Watkins, 1980). Similarly,

the finding of a suffix effect when the suffix is delayed

by 20 sec (M. J. Watkins & Todres, 1980) is also con

sistent with a very long-lasting echo.

A salient property of the auditory stream is the exis

tence of strong associations between items that are pre

sented sequentially. The A code seems to be specialized

to preserve the order of items in short-term memory. In

a memory span task, M. J. Watkins and Peynircioglu

(1983) found that changing the output order from serial

to alphabetic or numeric had a greater adverse effect on

recall of auditory letters as opposed to visual letters.

Madigan (1971) found no modality effect with backward

serial recall (but in a more recent study, Mayes, 1988,

did obtain a modality effect with backward recall in a run

ning memory span task.) The requirement of a temporal

output order is compatible with the auditory modality; in

contrast, the visual modality is more flexible when a

different output order is required. When recall order is

not constrained, as in free recall, there is evidence that

subjects preferentially adopt a forward report order for

auditory but not visually presented items (McFarland &

Kellas, 1974; Nilsson, Wright, & Murdock, 1975, 1979).
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A forward report order is consistent with the existence

of strong unidirectional associations between auditory
items.

Broadbent, Cooper, Frankish, and Broadbent (1980)

also reported an interaction between report order and

presentation modality. In one condition (forward report

order), lists of nine digits, represented as three groups

of three, were reported in the order of presentation. In

the second condition (backward report order), the sub

jects reported the last group of digits first and then the

first and second groups. For visual presentation, a differ

ence favoring the backward order was found for the first

and last groups reported. A different pattern of results

was obtained after auditory presentation. For the first

group of digits reported, backward recall was slightly

higher than forward, but for the second and third groups,

the forward recall was better. Metcalfe and Sharpe (1985)

also found a reduced modality effect when subjects re

called groups of items in the reverse order of presenta

tion. Like the M. J. Watkins and Peynircioglu (1983) ex

periment, the studies by Broadbent et al. (1980) and by

Metcalfe and Sharpe (1985) show that changing the report

order from strict serial recall to something else is more

detrimental for recall of auditory items than it is for recall
of visual items.

The postulation of sequential associations in auditory

short-term memory accounts for the ear-by-ear report of

dichotic stimuli, while at the same time it is consistent

with the fact that meaning or stimulus class can override

organization according to ear of arrival (Gray & Wedder

burn, 1960; Yntema & Trask, 1963). Even when there

is nothing to distinguish two simultaneous items, so that

a subject has no basis for defining different channels, a

sequential recall order predominates (parkinson, Knight,
DeMaio, & Connors, 1974; Savin, 1967). Even stronger

evidence indicating the strength of the temporal organi

zation of auditory items was presented by Bryden (1964)

and by Whitmore (1972). In these experiments, a basis

for semantic organization was introduced that would en

courage the subjects to recall according to temporal pairs

rather than in the ear-by-ear order. Even under these con

ditions, there was still a preference, albeit a weakened

one, for a sequential report order.

My own work has provided evidence for the strength

of the auditory sequentialassociationsas well. The sequen

tial report order is found when four-channel presentation

of stimuli is used (two auditory and two visual items all

presented simultaneously). When subjects free recall items

from only one modality, the sequential report order was

found to predominate for auditory items, but the temporal

pairs order was preferred for the visual items (Penney,
1974a, 1974b). When recall was probed by another item

that had been presented either at the same time or in the
same channel (that is, at the same place) as the target,

presentation modality was found to interact with probe

type. For visual items, the same-time probe was slightly

better, but for auditory items, the sarne-ehannelprobe was

better (Penney, 1974a). In a dichotic listening task, sub-

jects were far better at identifying two probe items as hav

ing the same order as in the study list, or the reverse order,

than they were at identifying two probe items as having

been presented simultaneously (Penney, 1976). It seems

that auditory items are organized in short-term memory

according to time of arrival, such that the order of

successive items is well preserved. Two simultaneous

auditory items are treated as being totally unrelated and

appear to be stored as if there were no associations be

tween them.

Whether there are direct associations between succes

sive items, as I have hypothesized, or whether the tem

poral organization of the auditory mode can be concep

tualized better in some other way is a question that should

be raised. For example, Metcalfe and Sharpe (1985)

presented evidence that access to higher chunks is more

important than item-to-item associations. In their experi

ment, recall of chunks in backward order virtually elimi

nated the auditory superiority, but reordering items within

a chunk for output left the modality effect undisturbed.

Glenberg and Swanson (1986) have proposed a temporal

distinctiveness explanation of the long-term modality ef

fect, whereby temporal context is more finely encoded

in the auditory mode than in the visual. Both of these al

ternatives are so recent that there has been no work done

to test them against the sequential associations hypothe

sis. Nevertheless, one thing is clear: The strength oftem

poral organization is one dimension along which the au

ditory and visual modalities differ.

There is evidence to support the hypothesis that au

ditorily presented items have "automatic" access to the

A code-that is, that this code is generated and stored for

auditory items even when the subject makes no attempt

to maintain it. On the basis of the finding that unattended
speech reduced recall of visually presented digits, Salame

and Baddeley (1982) concluded that unattended speech

has automatic access to the phonological code. When sub

jects vocalized an irrelevant word repeatedly during

presentation of the digits and therefore could not gener

ate the phonological code for visual stimuli, the effect of

irrelevant speech disappeared. Salame and Baddeley con

cluded that unattended speech and silent articulation feed

into the same system (the phonological store), and that

the automatic access of the auditory stimuli to the phono

logical store disrupted the generation or storage of the

phonological code for visual stimuli.

Further evidence for the hypothesis of automatic ac

cess comes from studies of the suffix effect and of dichotic

listening. The suffix effect can be regarded as reflecting

a failure of selective attention, in that the subject cannot

suppress processing of the suffix. A number of experi
ments have shown that when stimuli are presented dichot

ically, and when the subject is instructed to focus on one
message and ignore the other, there is considerable seman

tic processing of the unattended message (e.g., Corteen

& Wood, 1972; Norman, 1969; Treisman, 1960, 1964).

There is evidence that maintenance of the A code does

not require active attention. Subjects I have tested in bi-



sensory tasks often report adopting a strategy of attend

ing to the visual stimuli and ignoring the auditory stimuli,

because the latter can be remembered anyway. Anderson

and Craik (1974) presented evidence that visual items re

quire attention in order to be maintained in short-term

memory, whereas auditory items could be retained in an

echoic store without continued attention. They required

subjects to perform a choice reaction time task during list

presentation, in which the stimuli in the reaction time tasks

were lights when the memory items were presented au

ditorily, and tones when the memory items were presented

visually. For primary memory items only, the visual ones

were affected by the concurrent task but there was no

decrement for the auditory items. (For the secondary

memory component, both modalities were affected.)

A second piece of evidence pertaining to the relatively

effortless maintenance of the echo comes from studies of

short-term memory in the elderly. Several experiments

have shown a lesser decline with age for auditorily

presented memory items than for visual (Arenberg, 1968;

McGhie, Chapman, & Lawson 1965;Taub, 1972). Elderly

people are hypothesized to show greater deficits in tasks

requiring more effortful processing, and lesser deficits

when the processing required is more automatic. To the

degree that retention of auditory items relies on the echo

that does not require effort for maintenance, we would

expect performance on auditory memory tasks to decline

less rapidly with age, relative to performance on similar

visual tasks.

In summary, three properties of the auditory stream

have been identified. First, there is a large capacity for

storing sensory information. This sensory information per

sists for periods of up to a minute in the absence of sub

sequent auditory input. Persistence of the auditory sen

sory information (the A code) underlies the original

modality effect and is often called echoic memory. The

echo does not decay; rather, it is highlysusceptible to in

terference from subsequent auditory input-hence the
suffix effect, and the large effect upon recency items of

any distractor task that involves subjects' hearing or say

ing stimuli. The echo is hypothesized to preserve associ

ations between successive items. This second property

underlies the ear-by-ear report found in dichotic listen

ing, the preference for a forward report order of audi

tory items and the reduction or loss of the modality ef

fect when a different report order must be used, and

Penney and Butt's (1986) finding that for auditory tar

gets, a temporally distant auditory probe was more ef

fective than a temporally adjacent visual probe. The third

property of the auditory stream is the automatic genera

tion and maintenance of the A code.

Studies on Lip-Read Stimuli
Recently, a number of experiments have appeared to

show that lip-read and auditory stimuli have similar

memory codes. The general finding is that auditory and

lip-read suffixes both produce interference with recall of

auditory and lip-read lists. If the "echo" is purely acous-
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tic, a silent lip-read suffix should not produce an impair

ment. Equally, if a lip-read list is stored in a code that

contains no acoustic components, one would not expect

interference from an auditorily presented suffix. Although

the existing data on this matter suggest some overlap or

similarity in the memory codes for lip-read and heard

stimuli, the data do not justify the conclusion of identical

memory codes.

Spoehr and Corin (1978) presented lists auditorily and

followed the lists by no suffix, a spoken suffix (with the

speaker's lips hidden from the subject), a lip-read suffix

with no sound heard, a lip-read suffix with accompany

ing sound, or a suffix presented on a card. The graph they

presented shows that the auditory suffix, the silent lip

read suffix, and the lip-read suffix accompanied by sound

produced identical effects, and all produced more errors

than were found for the no-suffix control or the suffix

presented on a card. However, caution must be observed

in interpreting their results. In particular, one cannot con

clude that the lip-read suffix produced the same effects

as did the spoken suffix. Spoehr and Corin normalized

their data, so that the dependent variable was the percent

age of total errors made that occurred at each serial posi

tion. Spoehr and Corin did not present the actual mean

number of errors made in each condition, so the reader

cannot tell whether or not the lip-read suffix actually

produced as many errors in total as did the spoken suffix.

All that can be concluded from their data is that the dis

tribution of recall errors across serial positions was the

same for the lip-read and for the spoken suffix, and that

this pattern of errors differed from that found in the no

suffix and card-suffix conditions.

Campbell and Dodd (1980) presented digits visually by

using a digit display device or by showing a videotape

of someone saying the lists with the sound on the video

tape turned off. Either no suffix followed the list or a

suffix was heard, but there was no visible lip movement.
The auditory suffix impaired recall of both lip-read and
graphic lists, but the patterns of interference differed. For

the lip-read lists, the effect of the suffix was greater for

items near the end of the list; for the graphic lists, the

effect seemed to be distributed more or less equally

throughout the list. Campbell and Dodd (1982) compared

the effects of silent lip-read and heard suffixes and found

that the lip-read suffix produced a lot of interference on

all list items. In contrast, the heard suffix reduced recall

of only the terrninallist item, and even then had a smaller

effect than the lip-read suffix did.

Campbell and Dodd (1980) tested subjects' recall of

spoken lists and found it to be much higher than recall

of lip-read lists. If one can accept Campbell and Dodd's

claim that the lipreading task did not present discrimina

tion problems for subjects, the finding of better recall for

auditorily presented lists than for lip-read lists indicates

clearly that the memory codes for the two modalities are
not identical. The richness and durability hypothesized

to characterize the A code was manifested in high recall

of the auditory lists. In comparison, the lower recall of
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the lip-read lists suggests a relatively impoverished
memory code.

Experiments demonstrating that a lip-read suffix im

pairs retention of an auditorily presented list were per

formed by Gardiner, Gathercole, and Gregg (1983),

Greene and Crowder (1984, Experiment 3), and Manning

(1987). Greene and Crowder compared the effects of

suffixes that were either lip-read only or both lip-read and

heard on recall of lists that were either lip-read only or

both lip-read and heard. With the exception of the termi

nallist item, the effects of the two suffixes were virtually

identical. For the terminal item only, there was a small

interaction between list and suffix modality such that when

both were the same, the amount of interference was

slightly greater.

Gardiner et al. (1983) compared the effects of graphic

and lip-read distractor items upon recall of word lists

presented auditorily or visually (graphically). Lip-read

distractors reduced recall of recency items in vocally

presented lists much as an auditory distractor task is

known to do (cf. Broadbent et al., 1978; Gathercole et al.,

1983). The lip-read distractor had a much smaller effect

on recall of the graphically presented lists.

At first glance, it would appear that the results of the

experiments by Gardiner et al. (1983) and by Greene and

Crowder (1984) indicate that the encoding of lip-read

stimuli is the same as that for auditorily presented stimuli.

However, in these experiments, the direct comparison be

tween the effects of lip-read and heard suffixes on recall

of auditorily presented lists was not made..Manning

(1987) did compare several different types of suffixes on

recall of auditory lists, and her results indicate that the

effects of lip-read and auditory suffixes are not the same.

When subjects could ignore the suffix, the lip-read suffix
did not produce nearly as much interference as a heard

suffix did; only when the subjects had to articulate the

lip-read suffix before recalling the memory items were

the effects of the lip-read suffix similar in magnitude to

those of a heard suffix.
There is one further study that seems to suggest some

degree of commonality in the memory codes for auditory

and lip-read items. Dodd and Campbell (1984, Experi

ment 2) presented lists that contained a mixture of audi

tory and lip-read items or a mixture of auditory and

graphic items. After each list, subjects were instructed

to recall items from one modality. Dodd and Campbell

found that subjects were far more likely to report words

from the uncued modality for lists containing both audi

tory and lip-read words than for lists containing auditory

and graphic lists. In other words, it was more difficult

to discriminate between lip-read and auditory items than

between graphic and auditory items. However, subjects

were able to make the discrimination between lip-read and

auditory items to some degree, as is shown by the find

ing that they made an average of only 23 errors out of

a possible maximum of 80.

To the question of memory codes produced by lip-read

and heard stimuli, a recent paper by Campbell, Garwood,

and Rosen (1988) offers a possible answer. With lip-read

lists, Campbell et al. found that similar effects were

produced by lip-read suffixes, suffixes that were lip-read

and heard, and lip-read suffixes that were accompanied

by a pulse train indicating the pitch of speech. When the

lip-read list items were accompanied by the auditory pulse

train, the different types of suffixes produced different

effects. The addition of a pure tone to the pulse train vir

tually eliminated the recency effect and did eliminate all

suffix effects, a phenomenon that does not occur with au

ditory lists (Routh & Lifschutz, 1975).

In conclusion, it appears that although the memory

codes for lip-read and auditory stimuli are closely related

and very similar, they are not identical. Campbell et al.
(1988) proposed that both lipreading and auditory presen

tation give rise to a phonetic code, but that the phonetic

representation is underspecified for lip-read stimuli. This

phonetic code is hypothesized to give rise to both suffix

and recency effects. The phonetic code proposed by

Campbell et al. is not the same as the phonological code

proposed by Baddeley, nor is it the same as the A code

proposed here. Whether this third code will be required

as an explanatory construct in addition to the A code, or

whether it will replace the A code, is not known at the

present time.

The Visual Stream
The first obvious difference between the auditory and

visual streams is that the visual has a stronger spatial com

ponent and a relatively weaker temporal one than does

the auditory stream. The dominant organization within

the auditory modality is temporal with sequential associ

ations being evident; in the visual mode, it seems that
items presented simultaneously in different spatial loca

tions are strongly associated. There is really no appropri

ate spatial analogy in the auditory modality, because

simultaneous auditory presentation introduces both per

ceptual and memory problems. For example, in dichotic

split-span tasks, it is difficult for people to remember six

digits, whereas this is easier with either bisensory presen

tation or purely sequential presentation in one modality.

To make presentation parameters as similar as possible

for auditory and visual presentation, and to control study

time for individual items, investigators have used sequen

tial presentation of visual stimuli. Instead of regretting

the lack of congruity between auditory and visual modes,

investigators should view it as a fundamental difference

between the two modalities that deserves investigation and

recognition in theories of memory .

In contrast to the auditory modality, in which simulta

neous (e.g., dichotic) presentation makes the memory task

much harder, there is evidence that in the visual mode,

simultaneous presentation actually improves serial recall.

Broadbent (1956) compared successive and simultaneous

visual presentation of six digits with total presentation time

held constant, and found higher recall after simultaneous
presentation. Mackworth (1962) found the benefit of

simultaneous presentation to be so large that recall was



higher with simultaneous than with sequential presenta

tion, even when study time per item in the latter condi

tion was double that in the former. Crowder (1966) and

Frick (1985) have also compared sequential and simulta

neous presentation and found that for the same total study

time, recall was much higher after simultaneous than after

sequential presentation.

In tasks other than serial recall, the benefits of simul

taneous visual presentation are apparent as well. Using

the Peterson distractor task, Marcer (1967) and Parkinson

(1972) found simultaneous visual presentation of the three

letters of a trigram to give better recall than either auditory

presentation or sequential visual presentation. Snodgrass

and Antone (1974) found that simultaneous presentation

produced better performance than sequential presentation

did, when the subjects were tested on recognition of the

order of items within a pair. In a free recall task,

Johansson and Nilsson (1979) found that simultaneous

visual presentation produced consistently higher recall of

meaningful sentences than did sequential presentation. The

experimental literature leaves no doubt that recall of

visually presented verbal items is improved by simulta

neous presentation. In addition, studies discussed earlier

indicate that simultaneous presentation may be a critical

factor in producing a visual suffix effect. Yet, in spite

of the size of these effects, existing theories of short-term

memory do not take them into account.

There is evidence that grouping or chunking may oper

ate on different bases in the auditory and visual modali

ties. Temporal grouping has been shown to be highly ef

fective in promoting chunking and increasing recall of

auditorily presented lists (Ryan, I969a, 1969b), but

Frankish (1985) has shown that temporal grouping does

not have as much effect when presentation is visual. How

ever, there is evidence that certain spatial arrangements

facilitate chunking and recall of visual items, relative

to ungrouped presentations (Kahneman & Henik, 1977;
Mayzner & Adler, 1965; Mayzner & Gabriel, 1963,

1964).

In contrast to the ear-by-ear or sequential report order

found in the auditory modality, two simultaneous items

presented in the visual mode tend to be recalled together

(Penney, 1974b; Sampson & Spong, 1961; Schurman,

Everson, & Rollins, 1972). Rollins, Schurman, Evans,

and Knoph (1975) had subjects practice both sequential

and temporal pairs recall orders for either three auditory

pairs or three visual pairs. They found that even after a

practice session of 120 trials on each report order, the

interaction between recall order and presentation modal

ity did not disappear. After visual presentation, recall was

better when subjects reported simultaneous items together;

after auditory presentation, higher recall was obtained

when subjects adopted a sequential report order. Rollins

et al. (1975) found that informing subjects either before

or after list presentation what the required recall order

would be made little difference in the level of recall. They

concluded that "subjects have little control over the order

in which simultaneous digits are processed. Rather, this
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type of information is processed automatically and differ

ently by the two modality systems" (p. 180).

A study by Metcalfe, Glavanov, and Murdock (1981)

examined the interaction between presentation modality

and recall order based on spatial or temporal location.

Lists of 9 or 12 words were presented either auditorily

or visually, in chunks of three items. Within a chunk, spa

tiallocation (left, center, or right) was not correlated with

temporal position. The subjects were given grids on which

to recall the items, with the subjects in the spatial and tem

poral recall conditions given different instructions. In the

temporal condition, the subjects reported the first word

presented in a chunk in the left-hand box, the second word

in the middle box, and the third word in the right-hand

box. The spatial locationsof the words were to be ignored.

In the spatial recall condition, the subjects reproduced the

spatial locations of the items and ignored the temporal p0

sitions. In three experiments, Metcalfe et al. found a

crossover interaction between presentation modality and

recall order. With the temporal report order, auditory

presentation led to higher recall than visual presentation

did; with the spatial report order, visual presentation led

to higher recall.

O'Connor and Hermelin (1978) have extensively studied

the question of spatial and temporal information in the

auditory and visual modalities and have come to conclu

sions somewhat similar to the ideas presented in this

paper. Several of their experimental findings offer sup

port for the hypothesis presented here that spatial infor

mation plays an important role in visual memory. In ad

dition, their results are particularly informative in

indicating the conditions under which spatial information

is overshadowed by temporal information. O'Connor and

Hermelin (1972) presented sequences of three successive

digits in a spatial array such that temporal and spatial po

sitions were not correlated. Subjects were asked to report

the "middle digit." When presentation was auditory, both

normal and blind subjects reported the second digit

presented. In contrast, when presentation was visual, both

deaf and hearing subjects reported the digit that had oc

cupied the middle spatial location. Apparently the chil

dren tested in this experiment did not perceive any am

biguity in the instructions, for only two out of 80 asked

"which" middle digit was to be reported.

However, other work by O'Connor and Hermelin

(1973) suggests that when normal subjects are asked to

remember visually presented items, they tend to report

them according to the temporal order, not the spatial ar

rangement. In contrast, deaf children preferred to report

the spatial order. In another experiment in the same paper,

O'Connor and Hermelin used a recognition matching task.

Whereas deaf children were more likely to match the spa

tial arrangement, hearing children showed a strong prefer

ence for matching the temporal order of the digits. These

results are consistent with the hypothesis that hearing chil

dren retain the items by means of the P code, which is

sequentially organized, and not by means of a visually

based code. Deaf children are probably less able to use
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a P representation effectively, and they are more likely

to rely on a visual code in which the spatial components

are more salient.

If subjects with normal hearing tend to rely on the P

code for retention of visually presented verbal stimuli,

the difficulty experienced by a number of investigators

in demonstrating the effect of spatial factors can be ex

plained. Murdock (1969) attempted to overcome the au

ditory superiority in immediate recall by testing spatial

rather than temporal information (e.g., by giving a spa

tial position or the spatially adjacent item as a probe). He

was unsuccessful; the auditorily presented items were

recalled at a higher level than were the visual items. Simi

1arly, Hitch (1974) found that for visually presented items,

spatial probes were less effective than temporal associa

tion probes. Hitch and Morton (1975) reported that the

provision of spatial information redundant with temporal

order did not improve retention. The importance of spa

tial information in recall of visually presented verbal

material may not emerge when subjects base their recall

on the P code.

In summary, in contrast to the auditory modality, in

which the "echo" persists for a lengthy period of time,

there is little evidence for a sensory-based visual code that

contributes substantially to performance in typical short

term memory tasks. Instead, it seems that subjects gener

ate a phonological or P code, which allows for rehearsal,

and that performance is based mainly on this phonologi

cal code. Evidence for a visual code is found when ex

perimental conditions prevent the formation or mainte

nance of the P code so that subjects must rely on the visual

code. Unlike the' 'echo," which appears not to require

continued attention for maintenance, the P code does re

quire effort. In the auditory modality, strong associations
occur between successive items; in contrast, in the visual

modality, simultaneously presented items are strongly as

sociated. Associations between successive items can be

formed, probably through the use of the P code and sub

vocal rehearsal, but the associations are not as strong as

the sequential associations between successive auditory

items. Relative to sequential presentation of visual items,

simultaneous presentation improves recall; this contrasts

with the disruptive effect of simultaneous presentation in

the auditory modality as evidenced by the difficulty of

recalling three dichotically presented digit pairs. Visual

interference effects can be demonstrated more easily with

simultaneous presentation of visual stimuli than with se

quential presentation.

FINAL WORDS

As recently as 1986, Crowder stated, "the classical au

ditory visual modality effect is large and reliable, but still

poorlyunderstood" (p. 268). I disagree with the last part

of Crowder's statement. My goal in presenting the

separate-streams model has been to summarize and inte

grate the existing literature on modality effects and to out
line a model of the human memory system that will ac-

count for many of these effects. A model of this type will

provide some explanations, but it will undoubtedly raise

more questions than it will answer. If the separate-streams

model does nothing more than establish the importance

of modality effects in the study of memory and encourage

the investigation of these effects, then I will consider it

to have been a success.
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